Experiments involving radial foils on a 1 MA, 100 ns current driver can be used to study the ablation of thin foils and liners, produce extreme conditions relevant to laboratory astrophysics, and aid in computational code validation. This research focuses on the initial ablation phase of a 20 μm Al foil (8111 alloy), in a radial configuration, driven by Cornell University's COBRA pulsed power generator. In these experiments ablated surface plasma (ASP) on the top side of the foil and a strongly collimated axial plasma jet are observed developing midway through the current rise. With experimental and computational results this work gives a detailed description of the role of the ASP in the formation of the plasma jet with and without an applied axial magnetic field. This ∼1 T field is applied by a Helmholtz-coil pair driven by a slow, 150 μs current pulse and penetrates the load hardware before arrival of the COBRA pulse. Several effects of the applied magnetic field are observed: (1) without the field extreme-ultraviolet emission from the ASP shows considerable azimuthal asymmetry while with the field the ASP develops azimuthal motion that reduces this asymmetry, (2) this azimuthal motion slows the development of the jet when the field is applied, and (3) with the magnetic field the jet becomes less collimated and has a density minimum (hollowing) on the axis. PERSEUS, an XMHD code, has qualitatively and quantitatively reproduced all these experimental observations. The differences between this XMHD and an MHD code without a Hall current and inertial effects are discussed. In addition the PERSEUS results describe effects we were not able to resolve experimentally and suggest a line of future experiments with better diagnostics.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
High-energy density physics [1] studies involving exploding radial foils driven by high-current (∼1 MA) pulsed-power machines are of interest for their relevance to the ablation physics of thin foils and liners, the laboratory study of plasma dynamics comparable to astrophysical phenomena like jets [2] , and the validation of new computer codes developed to simulate ever-widening swaths of plasma physics. In this context, a radial foil is a thin (∼10 μm) metal disk that makes contact with a current source near the center of the foil and is grounded at an outer annulus. Experiments with radial foils have a history along with wire array z-pinches [3] , conical wire arrays [4] , and radial wire arrays [5] .
Recent developments in pulsed-power technology have increased the possibilities for creating laboratory experiments relevant to astrophysical processes. Scaling arguments [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] allow us to make reasonable comparisons between laboratoryscale and astronomical-scale plasmas if they are sufficiently similar. Extending the parameter space which laboratory experiments can access increases the likelihood that we can produce results of wide interest. Jets are of particular interest because of their astrophysical ubiquity and dynamic properties.
Over the past few decades, the computational capacity for numerical simulations of useful complexity has tremendously increased. Single-fluid magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) models are highly favored for their simplicity and efficiency, although they may leave out important physics in certain situations. Extended MHD (XMHD) codes which retain the Hall term in Ohm's law, as PERSEUS [11] does, allow for the * pcs33@cornell.edu accurate simulation of high-density pulsed power loads such as wires and foils without invoking anomalous vacuum resistivity models. New well-designed experiments are providing valuable information confirming situations where MHD versus XMHD simulations are valid.
There has been much interest in recent years in experiments involving radial foils for these reasons. Previous investigations on the COBRA [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and MAGPIE [17, 18] pulsed power generators have provided a wealth of compelling results. Newer configurations involve launching the hydrodynamic jet into an ambient medium [19] or modifying the magnetic field of the experiment with a solenoid in series with the load [20] . Imposing the magnetic field with an independent power supply (as we do here) allows for the study of dynamics in an (initially) uniform background field.
This paper presents the results of new experiments and computational simulations of exploding radial foils in the presence of a strong, uniform magnetic field. Section II briefly examines the details of the experimental design. It describes the driver, radial foil load hardware, pulsed coils for applying a magnetic field, and the diagnostics used to collect data. Section III presents the experimental results with an emphasis on the effects of the applied axial magnetic field. Section IV explores the results of computer simulations with parameters chosen to most closely model the experiment. Experiment and simulation come together in Sec. V, which highlights their strong agreement and explains the major results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. COBRA driver
The pulsed-power driver COBRA [21] (COrnell Beam Research Accelerator) nominally provides a current pulse peaking at 1 MA to an inductive load (∼10 nH) with a rise time of 100 ns to 200 ns. COBRA has been used for the study of wire array z-pinches and x-pinches, gas puff z-pinches, and several configurations of foil and liner loads. It is a bipartite machine mirrored about its saggital plane. Each half of COBRA is driven by a Marx generator of 16, 1.35 μF capacitors resulting in a total of 106 kJ when the machine is charged to the standard operating voltage of 70 kV. All of the work discussed in this paper involves short pulses on COBRA (rise times of 90 ns to 110 ns reaching peak currents of 0.9 MA to 1.1 MA).
B. Radial foils
A short and simplified description of the early-time dynamics of an exploding radial foil is helpful to set the coming discussion in context. [See Fig. 1 and its caption for a definition of some important terms like ablated surface plasma (ASP).]
The load hardware (the apparatus used to connect the foil to the COBRA power feed) in these experiments is made up of a central brass cathode pin and an annular titanium ring that connects the outer radius of the foil to the anode (see Fig. 2 ). This hardware is similar to that used in previous work with radial foils on COBRA [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The main difference is that these present experiments all involve thicker 20 μm Al foils (8111 alloy) stretched over a larger 5 mm diameter solid brass cathode. These experimental parameters were empirically chosen to maximize the time in the current pulse before the "magnetic bubble" dominates the plasma dynamics.
C. Helmholtz coils
This experiment required the development of a system to provide a constant, spatially uniform magnetic field that can be controlled independently of COBRA. A pair of Helmholtz coils (with coil radius equal to the distance between the coils) was designed to be compatible with the COBRA load region and the radial foil hardware. From previous experiments and simulations, the expected azimuthal B θ due to currents in the jet is no more than a few teslas, so applying a B z of similar strength would be a significant perturbation and reasonably obtainable for the present investigation. Providing ∼1 T of field to ∼10 −3 m 3 of space requires ∼1 kJ of energy and electric current ∼100 kA. This current can be split into several concentric turns of a coil. The number of turns can be chosen according to the desired inductance and available materials. The chosen configuration was a pulsed electromagnet with two segments of 12 hand-wound turns of Cu-W flat ribbon wire potted in an epoxy mold encased in a G10 fiberglass shell. These coils and how they fit around the foil hardware are depicted in Fig. 2 .
The rise-time of the coil pulse (∼100 μs) was set to be significantly slower than the rise time of the COBRA pulse (100 ns) and sufficiently slow to penetrate the foil hardware (minimize azimuthal eddy currents). This ensures the full advantages of the uniform field provided by the Helmholtz coil configuration. But the field should not be able to penetrate the vacuum magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL) gap and short out that insulation. This is a small concern for this particular set of coils because the radial fringing fields from the Helmholtz coils in the MITL gap are much smaller (by a factor ∼0.01) than the azimuthal MITL fields. The pulser and coils are well approximated as an LC circuit, where L is dominated by the inductance of the coils and C is the capacitance of the energy storage bank. With a 200 μF capacitor bank and ∼50 μH coils, the characteristic timing is τ ∼ √ LC = 100 μs. This is not sufficiently slow to fully penetrate the radial foil hardware, so the field strengths quoted in this paper (fromḂ measurements made ∼1 mm above the foil) are ∼66% of the "vacuum" field which is measured in the absense of the foil hardware. Despite the perturbation from eddy currents, the variation in |B z | in the region of interest above the foil is small (<10%) with the load hardware in place. The coils can be pulsed in opposite polarities easily by exchanging the feed cables. This allows for switching the orientation (upward or downward) of the applied B z from one shot to another.
D. Diagnostics
The COBRA vacuum chamber with lines of sight of interest is diagramed in Fig. 3 . The main diagnostics of interest for this work are extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) emission pinhole cameras, green-laser-backlit shadowgraphy and interferometry, and spatially resolved, time-gated optical spectroscopy. Each of these is described in the following sections.
XUV emission
Two four-frame pinhole quadrant cameras (QUAD cams) give spatially and temporally resolved images of the plasma where it is warm and dense enough to emit light collected through 200 μm pinholes and detected by the multichannel plate (MCP.) The MCPs are triggered to provide ∼1 ns-long exposures separated by 10 ns. In these experiments one of the QUAD cams (QC1) looks along the axis at emission from the hot plasma above the foil (skip ahead to 
Interferometry
A 120 ps, 532 nm (frequency-doubled ND-YAG) EKSPLA laser provides light for spatially and temporally resolved backlighting and interferometry. Before entering the experimental chamber it splits into three separate paths of distinct lengths allowing us to probe the experiment at three times separated by ∼10 ns. These three beams enter the COBRA chamber at a very small (<5
• ) angle with respect to one another and intersect at the load. They are collected by separate sets of focusing optics including a compound lens and recorded with DSLR CCD cameras. Beam splitting and recombination for interferometry is accomplished between the focusing optics and camera with an air-wedge shearing interferometer [22] .
Visible spectroscopy
After an early experiment showed evidence of an azimuthal velocity induced by the applied B z , it was decided to implement a spectroscopic diagnostic to look for a Doppler shift in emission lines in the ASP around the jet. This work uses an ultrafast gated Gen 3 ICCD camera from Andor (model DH340T-18U-63) coupled with an Andor SR750 CzernyTurner spectrometer that has a focal length of 750 mm, with a 2400 lines per mm grating blazed for 400 nm. With a custom lens for spectroscopic imaging, this setup allows for a spectral resolution better than 0.4Å. An 18-fiber bundle collects light from focal points spread across the radius of the foil, 5 mm above the foil. To provide enough light for analysis, spectra are integrated over 40 ns near the peak of the current pulse. Although Al spectral lines were too weak to make conclusive measurements, a C-III doublet was visible which was further enhanced by seeding the foil with carbon. A 3 mm-wide stripe of graphite (Aerodag-G) was painted on the foil perpendicular to the line of sight of the light-collecting fiber bundle. This arrangement is diagramed in Fig. 4 . The thin graphite stripe was used because having excess carbon (painting the whole foil) ablated into the fiber lines of sight made subtle Doppler shifts unobservable. Experiments verified that the carbon does not move far from its seeding position over the integration time. When this small quantity of graphite ablates, it significantly increases the population of C atoms in the plasma without having a noticeable effect on the overall plasma dynamics as observed with the interferometry and XUV-emission diagnostics. The additional carbon gives a much stronger signal that can be analyzed to find the Doppler shift due to the rotation of the jet. Because of the high collisionality of the ASP (ν i > 10 9 s −1 ) relative to our time scale of interest, is it reasonable to say that the carbon tracer atoms move in the same sense as the aluminum plasma. Their effect on the magnitude of that motion is not addressed in this work.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Electrothermal instability
In the early stages of metal foil or liner ablation, small perturbations in density result in different regions of plasma having different conductivities. If the plasma is in a regime where conductivity increases with rising temperatures, this positive feedback leads to the development of discrete paths or filamentation of enhanced current flow. These asymmetric current channels can seed the development of dynamically larger-scale instabilities like the magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor instability (MRT) [23] . Understanding the origins and development of these instabilities can lead to better methods for mitigating their undesirable effects.
This plasma electrothermal instability may be present in our experiment. Early in the current pulse, some of the current begins to flow in the nASP above the radial foil surface. XUV emission from this plasma was observed by QC1 looking from above at the top of the foil (see Fig. 3 ). Three sequences of these images are shown in Fig. 5 for three different applied magnetic field conditions, B z = 0 T,0.25 T, and 1.0 T. These images were taken at 10 ns intervals starting approximately at current peak (100 ns). Several things can be seen in these images. The transition from more intense to less intense emission appears to be consistent with the boil radius, where sufficient ohmic energy has been deposited into the metallic foil to vaporize the entire thickness. This radius increases in time consistent with the radial dependence of the current density. This effect was seen for all magnetic field conditions. For the case of no applied magnetic field it can be seen that the nASP current appears to flow in several (∼20) discrete paths (tendrils) established by a plasma electrothermal instability. These tendrils expand radially and persist for long timescales (∼100 ns). They appear to interact with several close pairs merging over time. This supports the idea that the tendrils are channels of conductive plasma that carry some of the current. Our interpretation is that the plasma electrothermal instability is responsible for the original formation of the tendrils and a pinching force plays a role in their merging.
A series of exploratory experiments was performed using permanent magnets to apply a modest B z ∼ 0.1 T to see the effects on the current structure in the nASP [24] . These experiments showed that the flow direction and development of the tendrils was modified by the J r × B z force density and that they took on a spiral or pinwheel appearance. In order to study these effects more completely the Helmholtz coil shown in Fig. 2 was constructed to apply a relatively uniform B z 1 T. With a B z = 0.25 T the outer tendrils have wrapped around to result in an azimuthally continuous XUV emission. Some azimuthal variation of the tendrils remains within the melt circle. This condition is shown in the middle series of images in Fig. 5 . With the strongest magnetic field, B z = 1.0 T there is essentially no indication of the tendrils as shown in the lower series of images in Fig. 5 .
Another interesting feature is in the XUV emission that occurs near the center of the foil. Near the center of the foil, early in time, there is a region of very little XUV emission. This corresponds to the radius of the hollow cathode pin. During this time the current in the foil is diverted down the cathode pin. This region of lower emission persists until the jet is formed and the emission right on the axis is filled in. This occurs for all the three magnetic field cases shown in Fig. 5 with the only difference being that with stronger applied Bz the jet is formed later in time.
B. Jet dynamics
About 125 ns after the onset of the current pulse, the ablated plasma forms the jet. There are two significant changes to the development of the jet due to the applied B z . First, the jet appears later in time. This can be clearly seen in side-on XUV emission imaging. Figure 6 gives a comparison. There is a ∼20 ns delay between the first appearance of the jet in the case without the applied B z versus the case with. Second, the jet that forms in the presence of the applied B z ∼ 1 T is significantly hollowed on axis. There is a drop in electron density near r = 0 along the axial extent of the jet. Along with this hollowing, the jet takes on an angular "V" or conical shape as opposed to the more straight-edged cylinder it forms as in the absence of an applied B z . Figure 7 shows these effects in laser back-lit interferometry.
C. Azimuthal velocity
The experimental search for an azimuthal velocity in the ASP developed from our observations of the "washing out" of the tendrils with the applied B z . An initial investigation involved a thin, tall "fin" of mylar extending from r = 0 to the outer edge of the foil. With the mylar fin in place, COBRA shots were run with upwards and downwards applied B z and we observed enhanced XUV emission along different sides of the mylar fin. In each case, the side with enhanced emission corresponded to the side impacted by J r × B z rotation of the nASP. The spectroscopic diagnostic showed distinct C lines in the plasma near the mylar, and motivated implementation of the carbon seeding experiment described in Sec. II D 3. The enhanced lines show an unambiguous shift in wavelength for the focal points farther from the jet. Figure 8 summarizes this result.
D. Physical picture
These results allow a qualitative physical picture of the development of the ASP and the role it plays in the generation of the plasma jet. The experiment starts with the foil at room temperature (300 K), surrounded by a ∼10 18 m −3 vacuum. Current begins to flow radially inward toward the center of the foil and then downward in the cathode pin to set up an azimuthal B θ resulting in an upward force on the radial current [see Fig. 1(a) ]. As the COBRA current ramps up the foil warms up due to Joule heating. The skin depth of the COBRA pulse in the 20 μm Al foil is ∼40 μm and as the foil heats up the cooler regions are less resistive and draw more current [25] with the result that the foil is very uniformly heated azimuthally and in cross section. Once the foil material has melted, vaporization begins to occur and ablated plasma is observed in the plasma above the foil in XUV imaging. This ASP above the foil is accelerated upward by the J × B force with this force increasing inversely with radius. There is likely ablated plasma on the underside of the foil, but it cannot be directly observed because of the load hardware [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The ASP below the foil will be accelerated into the more dense foil material. The current in the rising ASP above the foil must connect to the cathode pin and a vertical current channel and azimuthal B θ is generated in the ASP just above the cathode pin. This B θ gives the ASP an inward momentum. The stagnation of these radially inward and upward flows leads to the formation of the jet with upward fluid momentum and a downward current [see Fig. 1(c) ]. The jet is collimated by the pinching action of the downward current and the B θ field. When a vertical B z magnetic field is applied two basic things happen: azimuthal velocities are generated in the ASP, and the colimation of the jet is reduced by the trapped B z field lines. After the time scales of this investigation the foil material around the cathode pin is pushed further upward forming a magnetic bubble and a stagnated z-pinch is formed above cathode pin.
IV. SIMULATION
The PERSEUS XMHD code has been developed at Cornell for the study of z-pinch plasma physics, exploding wires and foils and laboratory astrophysics. Its initial goal was the proper treatment of the plasma-vacuum interface [26] by means of electron inertia terms and lower density plasma dynamics by including a Hall term in a generalized Ohms law.
These simulations have been very successful in reproducing our experimental observations both qualitatively and quantitatively. There has been no need to impose an anomalous resistivity to handle the plasma-vacuum interface. In addition to helping to interpret the physics of the experimental observations the code results have described effects that we were not able to observe because of the resolution of our diagnostics and that will be the subject of further study.
The two-dimensional (2D) XMHD simulations presented in this paper use cylindrical symmetry (r-z), which imposes azimuthal uniformity on the results. This is clearly nonphysical, considering the significant asymmetries seen in the experiment (see Fig. 5 ). Three-dimensional PERSEUS simulations have not been run at sufficient resolution to explore the formation of the tendrils. For this present investigation, the 2D simulations capture meaningful results that clearly match the experiment. The work presented in this paper has a 500 × 500 cell simulation grid running along 0 < r < 18 mm and −4 mm < z < 15 mm. The results have been mirrored about the z axis to provide symmetrical images for comparison to the experiment.
It should be pointed out that we also ran standard MHD simulations that required the anomalous resistivity to handle the plasma-vacuum interface to see if the Hall term of XMHD was important. We found that the standard MHD solutions also gave good qualitative and quantitative results (see Fig. 10 ). However, we have studied laboratory plasma jets produced with opposite pulsed power polarity. In this opposite polarity situation the Hall term of XMHD results in dramatic effects on the rotation and hollowness of the jet that have been observed in some initial laboratory experiments but are not present in MHD simulations. These effects were described in Ref. [16] and are the subject of continued study in our laboratory. 
A. Density results
The first goal of the simulation work is to make as direct comparisons to the experiment as possible. Interferometric measurements of electron density can be compared to simulation results of ion density (depicted in Fig. 9 ). The behavior of the simulation with the applied B z qualitatively agrees with the experiment. To make direct numerical comparisons, an average ionization rate must be assumed. These simulations used Z = 3, which is appropriate for the average expected temperatures in the region of interest (∼50 eV).
B. Azimuthal velocity
The Doppler shift indicated by the spectroscopic diagnostic provides experimental evidence of an azimuthal velocity in the ASP. Figure 10 shows v θ from the simulation with B z . Ignoring the jet itself, the general trend of increasing velocity far from the jet matches the experiment. The high velocities near the jet seen in the simulation are interesting because they hint to azimuthal currents which may be responsible for the change in jet behavior via B z compression.
C. Magnetic field compression
A secondary goal of the simulation work is to search for physical explanations for dynamics using parameters not easily accessible in the experiment. It is difficult to do in situ probing of magnetic fields without perturbing the plasma significantly. The simulation results show a compression of the applied magnetic field onto the axis (see Fig. 11 ) that is likely responsible for the modified behavior of the jet. In the simulations the initial B z gets enhanced on axis by a factor ∼4. This magnetic compression is supported by currents on the surface of the jet consistent with the large v θ near the jet as shown in Fig. 10 . 
V. ANALYSIS
This section outlines the analysis methods used to process raw data collected in this investigation and then summarizes the major findings.
A. Interferometry
Interferograms captured in this data set had a high fringe density of 4 cm −1 in the unperturbed case. Raw images from the experiment were digitally expanded (magnified), and the fringes were manually traced onto a binary (black and white) layer. This eliminated the possibility for any ambiguity or error introduced by FFT-related interferogram smoothing and denoising algorithms. A simple counting script was run on the binary fringe layer to number each fringe. Cells between fringes were then linearly interpolated along lines running perpendicular to the unperturbed fringe orientation. This was 5 mm used as an input to a variation-minimizing Gauss-Seidel relaxation routine, which smoothed the data set but kept the fringe-count value on each fringe constant.
The areal electron density was converted to volumetric electron density with a simple numerical method based on the inverse Abel transform integral.
B. Spectroscopy
As described, rotation of the nASP was observed by Doppler shifts in its visible emission collected by the fiber optic bundle. Shortly before each COBRA shot, the alignment of the fiber bundle image was observed with a Ne lamp placed by the collection optics to ensure that spectra from different fibers did not overlap. These spectra were saved to provide a known-wavelength calibration for the different parts of the image on the ICCD. Then the shot data could be recorded. For analysis, the Ne lines were fitted to a Gaussian profile (due to the spectrometer) which gave spectral resolution for each fiber and each wavelength. This calibration was applied to the shot spectrum of each fiber individually. To find the line positions, Lorentzian profiles (the shape is dominated by Stark broadening) as well as a flat continuum background (reasonable because of the high resolution and small bandwidth) were fitted to these lines. The experimental results have been shown in Fig. 8 and compare qualitatively and quantitatively with the simulation results shown in Fig. 10 .
C. Experiment versus simulation
The PERSEUS XMHD code was used for our simulations. This code had electron inertial terms and a Hall term in a generalized Ohm's law, which are not include in a standard MHD code. Figures 6-12 13 . Cartoon of the jet formed by an exploding radial foil illustrating the major findings of this investigation. The jet becomes a hollow cone as it compresses the applied B z on axis, azimuthal asymmetries in the nASP become indistinct due to the azimuthal motion of current-carrying plasma. The fASP (not pictured) also takes on the same sense of rotation as the jet.
comparison shown in Fig. 12 because the experimental data shown was taken from interferograms 189 and 164 ns into the current pulse, while the simulation result is from 120 ns into the current pulse. No other scaling or normalization was performed. In all cases the PERSEUS XMHD code does not require an anomalous resistivity to handle the vacuum-plasma interface.
As has been pointed out, for the parameters of the experiments discussed in this paper there was not a significant difference between MHD and XMHD simulation results. They both gave good agreement with the experimental observations. However in reversed pulse power polarity the XMHD and MHD simulations give drastically different results with the XMHD solutions in much better agreement with some initial experiments performed in this reversed polarity [16] . Jets produced in this reverse polarity are the subject of our current and future work.
D. Conclusions
This work has explored the early ablation regime of an exploding radial foil under the influence of a strong, uniform axial magnetic field. It shows that the addition of the field reduces asymmetries due to an electrothermal instability in the current-carrying ablated plasma. The field also affects the central plasma jet, which becomes wider, more divergent, and hollowed on axis with the applied field. A Doppler shift seen with optical spectroscopy confirms the hypothesis of significant fluid rotation in the plasma surrounding the jet. These results are summarized in Fig. 13 . XMHD computational simulations provide results in striking agreement with the experiment with regards to jet formation, dynamics, and the plasma rotation. Simulations demonstrate that a probable cause for the hollowing of the jet is a compression of the applied B z onto the axis due to the inward flow of the ablated plasma.
Magnetic field compression is compatible with the observations of the changes in jet dynamics. The magnetized jet is hollow because the magnetic pressure of the compressed B z excludes the ASP from reaching the axis to form the jet. The jet is conical because the exponentially higher densities closer to the foil lead to higher kinetic pressure (the temperature variation is probably not as strong), allowing more compression of the B z . As this density falls off with distance from the foil, the edge of the jet moves out radially.
The jet develops later in time with the applied B z because the azimuthal velocity increases the effective distance that plasma must travel to converge on axis.
E. Future work
As mentioned, future work will include a series of experiments that operate the radial foil plasma jet generation in opposite polarity. Under these conditions the simulations have shown a marked difference between the MHD and XMHD results with the XMHD results in much better agreement with some initial experiments. This clearly merits further investigation.
There are some features of the simulation results that we were not able to confirm experimentally and are important for further study because they have implications for the physics of how these laboratory plasma jets are formed. One is the magnetic compression indicated in Fig. 11 . Attempts to use smallḂ-loop probes placed above the jet proved inconclusive because a shock front was observed forming against the probe. Measurements outside of the jet or further above the jet will be tried to look at the fringing field effects of the compression. Faraday rotation will also be attempted. Another feature of the simulations that may be connected with the magnetic compression is the sharp increase in the rotation velocity at the surface of the jet shown in Fig. 10 . The Doppler measurement we used did not have the spatial resolution to confirm this and a new Thomson scattering diagnostic with better spatial resolution will be used to look for any enhanced rotation on the edge of the jet.
